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human weaknesses and failings their husbands children counselors
can be positive traits that may and friends consequently keepers
prove useful as mortals progress of the flame is a simpler book than
toward godhood its predecessor more anecdotal

michaeljpreeceMichaeljmichaelmichaei J preece more conversational and somewhat
protective there is spontaneity
here but where is the complexity

keepers of the flame presidents the struggle or the reflective insight

of the young women by janet S peterson and gaunt are not
peterson and larene gaunt trained historians sources for the
deseret book 1993 book are more journalistic than

historical paragraphs fly by with-
outanyone who has read elect adequate citation there is lack

ladies presidents of relief society of scrupulous care in endnotingendnoting
1990 by janet peterson and and no attempt to provide context

larene gaunt will experience a for the women or the organization
in fact the book is somewhat shortstrong sense of d6jdajdeja vu upon read-

ing their new book keepers of the on organizational history only
flame here the authors sketch about 65 pages out of a total of
the lives of the young women 176 however the authors have
general presidents whose purpose provided in the appendix a time
has been to kindle the flame of line of YWMIA developments and
testimony in young LDS women general historical events

peterson and gaunt write for peterson and gauntsdaunts new book
general readers and they do it very offers choice snippetssnippetysnippets of living
well in this second volume they history and pithy statements which
illuminate in their familiar formu-
laic

will appeal to the general audi-
encestyle the lives of ten talented we must thank them for

mormon women five of these adding biographical notes to pre-
cedingpresidents still very much alive histories of YLMIA and

were interviewed several times YWMIA 191119551969 and look
by the authors some providing to scholars to bring more depth of
in addition a written statement understanding to the richly tex-

turedalthough peterson and gaunt drew lives of these important
from interviews in the james H church leaders and more detail to
moyle oral history program in the the sweep of the young women
LDS church archives for the chap-
ters

programs
on bertha stone reeder ruth shirley anderson cazier

hardy funk elaine cannon and
ardeth greene kapp the pre-
vailing sources for these four and
three other chapters lucy grant
cannon florence smith jacobsen
and janette callister hales are the
authors personal and telephone
interviews over one hundred
endnote citations identify untaped
interviews with presidents and


